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Abstract
A theoretical analysis of the STM image of the Sn/Ge(1 1 1)-(3  3) surface is presented. In a ®rst step, the atomic
structure is reached using a combination of local-orbital and plane-wave density functional methods. We found a
 In a
ground state geometry presenting two dierent types of Sn adatoms, with vertical positions diering by 0.3 A.
second step, this geometry was used to analyze the tunneling currents of this surface in a typical STM experiment. In
our approach, a Keldysh formalism is used with a coupling between tip and the sample de®ned by Bardeen-matrix
elements: the tunneling currents are found to depend on the semiconductor surface density of states and these Bardeen
coupling elements. We study the STM surface corrugation for positive and negative biases and ®nd that both STM
images are complementary of each other, in good agreement with the experimental evidence. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A one-third of a monolayer of Sn atoms on
Ge(1 1 1) displays a puzzling transition at
paround
 p
50 K, with a reversible change from the ( 3  3)
pattern to a 3  3 periodicity when the temperature is lowered [1,2]. The 3  3 atomic structure
has been analyzed using a combination of localorbital and plane-wave density functional methods
[3,4], the results showing that the ground state
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geometry presents two dierent types of Sn ada
toms whose vertical positions dier by 0.3 A.
Fig. 1 shows this 3  3 geometry, with the atom
 and the atoms
Sn1 displaced upwards by 0.18 A
 Details of
Sn2 displaced downwards by 0.08 A.
the ground state geometry, showing the displacements of the semiconductor last layer atoms are
given in Ref. [4].
The STM data of Refs. [1,2] show that the
positive and negative bias images of the Sn/
Ge(1 1 1)-(3  3) reconstruction were complementary, in such a way that for currents taken with
electrons tunneling into the tip, the Sn adatom
appeared as displaced upwards (in agreement with
the ground state geometry), while in the image
taken with a reverse bias, the apparent surface
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Fig. 1. Atomic geometry of the Sn/Ge(1 1 1)-(3  3) surface.

geometry was the complementary (with the Sn
atom moving downwards). Although this eect
was expected to be related to the local density of
states associated with adatoms Sn1 and Sn2, no
calculation has yet supported this point of view.
Fig. 2a shows the 3  3-surface bands calculated
using the LDA code. As explained in Refs. [3,4],
the lowest band is associated with the Sn1 adatom
of Fig. 1 and the two upper bands with the two
Sn2 adatoms of the 3  3 reconstruction. Fig. 2b
also shows the local density of states associated
with Sn1 and Sn2 atoms. The two peaks around
the Fermi level correspond to the lower and upper
bands of Fig. 2a. We should say that the lower
band (and lower peak in Fig. 2a) is ®lled with two
electrons, while the two upper bands are ®lled by
only one electron. Notice that this charge transfer
stabilized the surface and is associated with the
surface geometry presented in Fig. 1.
The crucial question we address in this paper is
the following: can the DOS associated with the
surface bands explain the complementarity of
the STM images taken for positive and negative
biases?

Fig. 2. Electronic structure of Sn/Ge(1 1 1)-(3  3) surface: (a)
surface band structure obtained from LDA calculations with
three bands corresponding to the dangling bonds of the Sn1 and
the Sn2 atoms from Fig. 1, (b) local density-of-states distributions at the topmost Sn1 adatom (solid line) and two Sn2 adatoms displaced downwards (dashed lines).

2. Tunneling current
The analysis of the tunneling current between
the tip and the substrate is based on a LCAO
method that describes the system by the following
Hamiltonian:
H^  H^T  H^S  H^I ;

1
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where the tip (T) and the sample (S) are described
independently, and the coupling is given by H^I (see
Ref. [5] for further details). Assuming H^ to be
known, the tunneling current to all orders in tip±
sample coupling, is given by:
J  4ep=i
h
Z 1
^ R xT^ST d^TT xD
^ A x

TrT^TS d^SS xD
SS
TT

sample interaction. On the other hand, fT x and
fS x de®ne the tip and sample Fermi distribution
functions. For zero temperature and a bias V , Eq.
(2) reads as follows:
J  4pe2 V =
h
Z eV
^ R xT^ST d^TT xD
^ A x dx

TrT^TS d^SS xD
SS
TT
0

5

1

 fT x

fS x dx

2

^ R x and D
^ A x are given by:
where D
SS
TT
^ R x  I^
D
SS

R
R
T^ST g^TT
xT^TS g^SS
x

1

3

A
A
T^TS g^SS
xT^ST g^TT
x

1

4

and
^ A x  I^
D
TT

In Eq. (2) d^SS and d^TT are the density matrices
associated with the sample and the tip respectively;
while T^TS is the hopping matrix de®ning the tip±

The quantities de®ning J are the tip and sample
density matrices, and the tip±sample coupling T^TS .
d^SS has been obtained from the LDA results
calculated using the local basis of a Fireball code.
From the calculation of the Sn/Ge(1 1 1)-3  3 reconstruction we obtain the sample Hamiltonian in
a nonorthogonal basis; as Eq. (3) is expressed in a
orthogonal basis, we have to convert this basis into
an orthogonal one by means of the transformation:
H^orthogonal  S^

1=2

H^nonorthogonal S^

1=2

6

Fig. 3. (a) STM image of the occupied states at Sn/Ge(1 1 1)-(3  3) surface simulated in constant-height mode. Coordinates are given
in a.u. and (b) STM pro®le along the line passing above Sn adatoms. Calculations have been performed for bias 0.55 V and tip±

sample distance 5.12 A.
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where S^ is the overlap matrix associated with the
nonorthogonal Fireball local-orbitals.
The description of the electronic structure of the
tip was performed with the help of the cluster±
Bethe-lattice method [6]. In this model the tip is
represented by a ®ve atom pyramidal cluster (with
a single atom at the cluster apex), and the in¯uence
of the rest of the tip is simulated by the Bethe
lattice connected to this cluster. Self-consistency
has been introduced in the cluster by imposing a
local charge neutrality condition at each atom.
Finally, the hopping interactions T^TS have been
calculated using the expression for the Bardeen
current tunneling between particular orbitals:
Z
wi rwj wj rwi  ds
7
Ti;j  0:5c
dij

where c is a coecient that typically takes values in
the range 1.3±1.5 [7].
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3. STM simulations and conclusions
The theoretical study presented here is based on
the simulation of the STM process of Sn/Ge(1 1 1)(3  3) substrate in constant-height mode. Calculations of the STM images have been performed
 above
for the tungsten tip located 4.25 and 5.12 A
the topmost Sn adatoms; these distances have been
adjusted to give the same maximum current for
positive and negative biases. Figs. 3 and 4 present
the simulated images of ®lled and empty states
received with biases 0.55 and 0.55 V respectively,
together with the STM pro®les taken along the line
passing directly above Sn adatoms.
These results clearly con®rm the eect observed
in STM measurements [1,2]. The images of ®lled
and empty states present opposite tendency: for
®lled states the dominating features are located at
the topmost Sn1 adatoms (Fig. 3), while in the
image created by unoccupied states these features

Fig. 4. (a) STM image of the unoccupied states at Sn/Ge(1 1 1)-(3  3) surface simulated in constant-height mode. Coordinates are
given in a.u. and (b) STM pro®le along the line passing above Sn adatoms. Calculations have been performed for bias 0.55 V and tip±

sample distance 4.25 A.
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appear at the Sn2 atoms shifted downwards
(Fig. 4). This result is a direct consequence of
electronic structure of the Sn/Ge(1 1 1)-(3  3)
presented in Fig. 2. For negative bias the tunneling
takes place from occupied states, which are localized at Sn adatoms shifted upwards (see Fig. 2),
and therefore dominating protrusions appear also
above these topmost adsorbates. For the tunneling
through unoccupied states of the substrate (positive bias) the situation is opposite: empty states are
localized at the Sn adatoms shifted downwards,
and therefore the features connected with these Sn
adatoms dominate in STM image.
The STM pro®les in Figs. 3 and 4 present also
the evolution of the current components connected
with the tunneling through s and pz orbitals of the
atoms from the substrate (dotted and dashed lines
respectively). They show that in both cases the
protrusions corresponding to the Sn atoms are
built up mainly by pz -components (pz is oriented
perpendicular to the surface) while the contribution coming from s orbitals of the substrate atoms
is much weaker with negligible pxy contributions.
In conclusion our theoretical results are in good
agreement with the experimental STM image and

give further support to the (3  3) geometry presented in Ref. [4].
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